
Fully Becoming Who You are Called to Be 
Table Discussion Materials 

 
Pick someone in your group to serve as the record taker (you are going to need to send your notes to 
Maria electronically or on paper) 

 
 
 
Topic: Generous, Rooted Authenticity 

 
Personifies the authentic warmth and open-hearted nature of PLNU and its people. 
 
Reflects the Wesleyan tradition of genuine humility lived out in who we are.  
 
Our focus on others (rather than on ourselves) leads to a readiness to give to others 
more than is necessary or even expected. 
 
A strong internal moral compass means integrity in all actions and decisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer the following questions: 

• If PLNU is a place where is a community where people are generous, rooted and authentic how 
would we know?  What attributes would our graduates display? 

• What are you doing in your work that encourages and supports the living of generous, rooted and 
authentic lives? 

• What do you see going on at PLNU that encourages and supports the living of generous, rooted 
and authentic lives?? 

• What could PLNU be doing that would strengthen our work in this area? 
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Pick someone in your group to serve as the record taker (you are going to need to send your notes to 
Maria electronically or on paper) 

 
 
 
Topic: Inspirational Mentoring and Service in an Engaged Community 

 
Exemplifies our practice of Christ-like “servant-leadership” — quietly influencing, guiding, and inspiring 
others to do and be more (versus telling and dominating). 
 
Cultivating deep, honest, and engaged human relationships that bring a real sense of joy and 
togetherness into our community 
 
Genuine modeling of personal, one-to-one learning and mentoring among and between students, faculty, 
and staff that inspires. 
 
Our focus on external service to others is a core missional responsibility. 
 
Our community itself is a quantifiable attribute; our “others-focused” mindset becomes 
an ingrained way of behaving that translates to a lifetime of faithful works and service to others 
 
 
 
 
Answer the following questions: 

• If PLNU is a place where inspirational mentoring and service in an engaged community is 
happening how would we know?  What attributes would our graduates display? 

• What are you doing in your work that supports inspirational mentoring and service in an engaged 
community? 

• What do you see going on at PLNU that supports inspirational mentoring and service in an 
engaged community? 

• What could PLNU be doing that would strengthen our work in this area? 
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Pick someone in your group to serve as the record taker (you are going to need to send your notes to 
Maria electronically or on paper) 

 
 
 
Topic: Critically Exploring Life’s Profound Questions & Expert Knowledge 

 
An intentional learning environment that challenges the way faculty and students creatively think, explore 
questions, pursue truth, acquire and master information, and apply learning to real life. 
 
Recognizes the vital importance of the acquisition and mastery of knowledge — the critical facts, 
information, and skills required to become expert in a field. 
 
Sets the bar for a high standard of academic excellence rooted in dialogical exploration and critical 
thinking (not hard for hard’s sake nor pure intellectual competition). 
 
Implies a unique Christian university attribute of intellectual openness — encouragement to explore deep 
ideas, hard questions of life and knowledge, and the pursuit of truth. 
 
 
 
 
Answer the following questions: 

• If PLNU is a place where we are exploring profound questions and gaining expert knowledge how 
would we know?  What attributes would our graduates display? 

• What are you doing in your work that supports, particularly among students, the exploration of 
life’s profound questions and the acquisition of expert knowledge? 

• What do you see going on at PLNU that supports, particularly among students, the exploration of 
life’s profound questions and the acquisition of expert knowledge? 

• What could PLNU be doing that would strengthen our work in this area? 
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Pick someone in your group to serve as the record taker (you are going to need to send your notes to 
Maria electronically or on paper) 

 
 
 
Topic: Discovering & Cultivating Your Full Potential 

 
The highly differentiating ability to see and uncover the gifts and strengths that individuals carry — and a 
willingness to call them out and cultivate those strengths for individual student benefit. 
 
The tangible outcome of the personal investment that faculty and staff make in each student. 
 
Focus on both internal and external development of the whole person gives students both inner and 
outer confidence in themselves.  
 
Living a life at the intersection of true passion and intentional learning at PLNU leads to a life lived to its 
fullest potential and meaning 
 
 
 
 
Answer the following questions: 

• If PLNU is a place where students are discovering and cultivating their full potential and building a 
life of meaning how would we know?  What attributes would our graduates display? 

• What are you doing in your work that supports the discovery and cultivation of an individual’s full 
potential and calling? 

• What do you see going on at PLNU that supports discovery and cultivation of an individual’s full 
potential and calling? 

• What could PLNU be doing that would strengthen our work in this area? 
 
 
  



Process Calendar 
 
Nov 12-13, 2015 Steve Garber on campus meeting with faculty and staff leaders in small groups 

to talk about vocation. 
 

Dec 16, 2015 Meeting of Planning Council  
 

Early Spring Internal work on Strategic Plan Framework by Cabinet 
 

Mar 4, 2016 PLNU Board Meeting - Strategic Plan Framework Discussed 
 

Mar 15, 2016 
(approx.) 

Campus Events to Talk about the Domains 
• Focus on how we live into these ideas 
• What actions can we take? 

 
March-August Identify changes that can be implemented early and documented for WASC 

 
May 4, 2016 Review of Draft Strategic Plan Framework by Cabinet  

 
May 5, 2016 Planning Council Meeting 

• Focus on sharing a draft framework for strategic planning. 
• Feedback from this meeting will be used for formulate final plan 

framework document for WASC report. 
 

Aug 15, 2016 Strategic Planning Framework complete.  This needs to be incorporated into our 
accreditation documents. 
 

2016-17 Academic 
Year 

Campus wide conversations to flesh out the Strategic Plan Framework 
• Learning Outcomes 
• Student Experience 
• So items to be identified by October 2016 so that they can be rolled into 

the WASC report 
 

Oct 31, 2016 Accreditation Report submitted to WASC 
 

2017-18 Academic 
Year 

Become more specific about targeted changes and enhancements needed to 
more carefully focus PLNU’s work with students to live into the Strategic Plan.   
 

 
 
 


